New colours on
the desktop
Hemingway in fantastic linoleum

The desk Hemingway is perfect for the small apartment or the open floor living room with an integrated home office. Now, Bent Hansen introduces the
desk with two new colours on the desktop: smokey blue and conifer green.
The two new table tops have satin matt linoleum surfaces. This natural material is not only beautiful with its warm, fine texture. It is also easy to keep
clean. The surface is antistatic and doesn’t attract dust. In addition, linoleum
resists scratches and stains due to the materiale’s regenerating qualities.
Did we mention, that Hemingway can charge your smartphone, while you
are working? As en extra feature, the desk is available with or without builtin wireless Qi charger. Simply place your phone in the upper left corner of
the desk, and your phone will start charging. Many smartphones support Qi
charging, others simply need a cover.
Hemingway is now available for purchase.
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Contact Aden Rovcanin at +45 40 80 41 43 or
aden@benthansen.net, if you need further information or
product images in high res.
Bent Hansen A/S, Kaolinvej 1, DK-9220 Aalborg Ø, Denmark, +45 98 13 31 71, hvid@benthansen.net, benthansen.dk
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THIS IS

Hemingway

Design

Bent Hansen Studio

Dimensions

H: 73,5 cm, L: 120 cm, W: 51 cm

Materials

Table top in green or blue linoleum with black ABS
edge list. Matt black-lacquered beech legs. Black
powder-coated steel trestle.

Wireless charging

Available with or without wireless Qi charging for
smartphones.

THIS IS

Bent Hansen

Bent Hansen is a Danish design brand. At Bent Hansen every
piece is made with the same passion for solid craftsmnship
and great materials as when the company was founded in
1948.
We make furniture that embraces time for the qualities it
brings: the wear, the patina, the stories. Instead of being
worn-out our furniture is only enriched by time. Why?
Because high quality materials combined with timeless
designs is our preferred recipe when we manufacture
modern furniture and home accessories.
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